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[Sending blind cc's to avoid long, long list.]Martin,Your comment that the evidence for film editing "when 

examined closely, islike ice on a hot stove" was appropriate insofar as many of us consider theevidence 

COOKED!On the other hand, it was hardly conducive to reconciliation. Itreveals the following:(1) A highly 

inflated opinion of the arguments on your side of thequestion, none of which has come close to overcoming 

the most difficultobstacle to believing in the authenticity of the films -- the radicaldescrepancies between 

what the witnesses observed and what the films show.(2) Zero respect for the observations of a large number 

of witnesses.(3) Zero respect for the work of those researchers who have documentedthese discrepancies.(4) 

Zero respect for the scientific studies proving eye witnesses areactually reliable when it comes to accurately 

remembering importantdetails.(5) Zero respect for the government agencies specializing in editing 

filmevidence.You dealing with the issue of film tampering include the following:(1) You boast that you would 

know if a frame were missing.(2) You invoke the pseudoscience of Dale Myers.(3) Whether talking about 

researchers or witnesses -- you lump the loonywith the lucid.(4) You abuse the expression "the unreliability of 

eye witnesses."Like Alvarez and many others, you bandy this concept about withoutexplaining the unreliability 

relates to mostly IDENTIFYING FACES. Youinvoke the image of Jean Hill, as if she represented all 

witnesses.According to the witnesses, the following events occurred that do not showon the films (I saw #1 

below on a different version of the Z film back in1975 and once again more recently, but can't prove it): 

(Partial list)(1) Before moving backward (the "headsnap"), JFK moved dramaticallydownward and leftward. 

This action was so impressive that the backwardmotion didn't even register in my mind the first time I saw it. 

This maybe what Dan Rather experienced. Zapruder, who made several references toaction he did not see on 

his film, said he DID NOT REMEMBER the BACKwardmotion. That's how anticlimactic it was compared with 

what happened justbefore: JFK went flat across Jackie's lap.(2) Connally, his wife, at least one Secret 

Serviceman, and one or twoother witnesses said he turned around to his left before he was hit.Connally was 

more specific, saying he turned around, and Kennedy had"slumped." After this, he said, he himself was hit. 

Julian Reid, hisassistant, said JBC was hit "two seconds" after JFK, but it was unclearwhether he was quoting 

one of the Connally's or witnessed it himself(probably the former).The CBS newsreel in which he describes this 

was artfully edited to removethe mention of the left turn. It was broadcast uncut at first but,later, the cut 

version was broadcast, most recently on NOVA. But theuncut version is available. As far as I know, this is the 

first timeanyone has documented -- using both versions of a film, the before andafter -- an instance of film 

tampering in the case of the assassination.The purpose: to preserve the single bullet theory. Later 
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